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dimension (in the sense of the Hausdor� or the fratal dimension). We refer the reader to[BV℄, [CV℄, [H℄, [L℄, [R2℄ and [T℄ for extensive reviews on this subjet. Now, the globalattrator has two drawbaks. Indeed, it an attrat slowly the trajetories (see for instane[Ko℄) and (onsequently) it an be sensitive to perturbations.In order to overome these diÆulties, Foias, Sell and Temam have introdued in [FoST℄the notion of inertial manifold. An inertial manifold is a smooth, �nite dimensional, hyper-boli (and thus robust), semi-invariant manifold whih ontains the global attrator andattrats the trajetories exponentially. Unfortunately, all the known onstrutions of iner-tial manifolds are based on a very restritive property, the so-alled spetral gap ondition.Consequently, the existene of inertial manifolds is not known for many physially impor-tant equations suh as the Navier-Stokes equations (even in two spae dimensions) andreation-di�usion and damped wave equations in three spae dimensions. A non existeneresult has even been obtained for reation-di�usion equations in higher spae dimensions(see [MpS℄).So, Eden, Foias, Niolaenko and Temam have introdued in [EFNT℄ the notion of anexponential attrator (also alled an inertial set), whih an be seen as an intermediateobjet between the two ideal objets that the global attrator and an inertial manifold are.An exponential attrator is a ompat, semi-invariant set whih ontains the global attra-tor, attrats the trajetories exponentially and has �nite fratal dimension. So, omparedwith an inertial manifold, an exponential attrator is not neessarily regular and, omparedwith the global attrator, it is expeted to be more stable (sine it attrats the trajetoriesexponentially). We shall ome bak to this last point below. We note �nally that, sine itis not unique, the atual hoie of an exponential attrator may, in a sense, be arti�ial.Exponential attrators have been onstruted for a large lass of equations (see [BN℄,[EFNT℄, [EFK℄, [EfM1℄, [EfM2℄, [EfMZ1℄, [EfMZ2℄, [EfMZ3℄, [FG1℄, [FG2℄, [FM℄, [FN℄, [G℄,[M1℄, [M2℄, [M3℄ and the referenes therein). In partiular, in [EfMZ1℄ (see also [EfMZ2℄and [EfMZ3℄), a onstrution that is valid in Banah spaes is given (all the previousonstrutions made an essential use of orthogonal projetors with �nite ranks and werethus valid in Hilbert spaes only); another onstrution, due to Le Dung and Niolaenkoand valid in Banah spaes, is given in [LdN℄ (see also [BaN℄). So, exponential attratorsare as general as global attrators.Let us ome bak to the problem of the robustness of the global attrator. Generally,global attrators are only upper semiontinuous with respet to perturbations. The lowersemiontinuity property is muh more deliate to obtain and an be established only forsome partiular ases (see e.g. [R2℄); for instane, it is true when the semigroup possessesa global Lyapunov funtion and all equilibria are hyperboli. In this partiular ase, theorresponding attrator (the so-alled regular attrator in the terminology of Babin andVishik) is exponential and is robust under perturbations (i.e. it is upper and lower semion-tinuous with respet to perturbations, see [BV℄). Moreover, if A" is the global attrator of aperturbed system and A0 is that of the unperturbed one, then, under natural assumptionson the perturbations, we have 2



distsym(A";A0) � "�;where distsym denotes the symmetri distane between sets, � 2 (0; 1) and " > 0 is theperturbation parameter.As already mentioned, exponential attrators are more robust objets. In partiular,one an prove the ontinuity of exponential attrators under perturbations in many ases(see [EFNT℄ for the ontinuity for Galerkin approximations and [FGM℄, [FG1℄, [FG2℄ and[G℄ for examples of (singular) perturbations of partial di�erential equations), even whenthis property is not known or is violated for the global attrator. The drawbak of theseresults is that the ontinuity is obtained up to a time shift.In [EfMZ3℄, by adapting the onstrution of [EfMZ1℄, a onstrution of ontinuous ex-ponential attrators, without suh time shifts, is given. Moreover, analogous (to the aseof regular attrators) estimates for the symmetri distane between the perturbed (M")and unperturbed (M0) exponential attrators are obtained:distsym(M";M0) � 1"�1 ;without assuming that the system possess a global Lyapunov funtion and that all equi-libria be hyperboli. We also note that, in ontrast to the ase of regular attrators, theonstants 1 and �1 an be omputed expliitly in terms of the physial parameters inspei� examples. This onstrution was then applied to a (singularly) perturbed visousCahn-Hilliard system.Our aim in this artile is to extend this onstrution to singularly perturbed dampedwave equations (see e.g. [R1℄ for the study of the (upper semi)ontinuity of the globalattrator and [FGM℄ for the ontinuity (up to a time shift) of exponential attrators). ThediÆulty here omes from the fat that the phase spaes for the perturbed and unperturbedequations are not the same (the limit equation being a (paraboli) reation-di�usion equa-tion). Therefore, the abstrat onstrution of [EfMZ3℄ annot be applied and must bedeeply reworked. In partiular, in order to adapt it to our setting, we need to make apreise study of the time boundary layer, whih is neessary for obtaining proper estimatesfor the di�erene of solutions of the perturbed and unperturbed equations.This artile is dediated to Professor Mark Iosifovih Vishik on the oasion of hiseightieth birthday in reognition of the impat he had on the development of the theory ofin�nite dimensional dynamial systems in mathematial physis.x0 Setting of the problemWe onsider the following singularly perturbed damped wave equation in a smoothbounded domain 
 � R3 :(0.1) � "�2t u+ �tu��xu+ f(u) = g;u��t=0 = u0; �tu��t=0 = u00; u���
 = 0;3



where " > 0 is a small parameter and  > 0. We assume that the nonlinear interationfuntion f satis�es the following assumptions:(0.2) 8>>><>>>: 1: f 2 C2(R); f(0) = 0;2: f 0(u) � �K;3: f(u):u � 0 if juj � L;4: jf 00(u)j � C(1 + juj);where C, K and L are �xed positive onstants. We also assume that the external fore gbelongs to the Sobolev spae H1(
):(0.3) g 2 H1(
):Remark 0.1. We note that assumptions (0.2) are satis�ed for ubi nonlinearities:(0.4) f(u) = u3 � �u; � 2 R;and, onsequently, all the results formulated and proved below will be valid for this physi-ally relevant lass of nonlinearities. We also note that, for simpliity, we require the regu-larity (0.3) for the external fore g, although our approah allows us (after minor hanges)to obtain the main results for the ase g 2 L2(
) as well (see also Remark 1.1). We �nallynote that assumption (0:2)3. is not satis�ed for the Sine-Gordon equation (f(u) = sinu).However, the alulations are simpler in that ase (sine f and its derivative are bounded)and the results obtained below are valid for this equation as well.In order to simplify the notations, we set �u(t) := [u(t); �tu(t)℄ and introdue the fol-lowing energy norms depending on the small parameter " � 0 on the pairs of funtions�u:(0.5) k�uk2E�(") := "k�tuk2H� + k�tuk2H��1 + kuk2H�+1 :In view of these norms, we introdue the energy spaes E�(") as follows: for " 6= 0, we set(0.6) E�(") := �H�+1(
) \ fu���
 = 0g�� �H�(
) \ f�tu���
 = 0g� ;and, for " = 0, we set(0.7) E�(0) := �H�+1(
) \ fu���
 = 0g�� �H��1(
) \ f�tu���
 = 0g� ;where H�(
) denotes the standard Sobolev spae; we agree that the boundary onditionsare added only for the � for whih they have a sense aording to the Sobolev embeddingtheorems, see e.g. [Tr℄. We will write in the sequel E(") instead of E0(").We note that the spae (0.6) is a natural phase spae for the hyperboli equation (0.1)(see e.g. [BV℄). On the other hand, in the ase " = 0, the spae (0.7) is naturally assoiated4



with the limit paraboli problem (0.1) (with " = 0). As we will show below, the norms (0.5)reet in a right way the dependene on " of the norms of the solutions of the singularlyperturbed hyperboli equations (0.1) as "! 0.The rest of the artile is organized as follows.The solvability results for problem (0.1) in the phase spaes E�("), � = 1; 2; 3, togetherwith several uniform (with respet to "! 0) estimates for these solutions, are obtained inSetion 1.In Setion 2, we derive estimates for the di�erene of solutions of problem (0.1) that areruial for our study of exponential attrators. In partiular, we give a preise study of thetime boundary layer near t = 0 as "! 0, whih is neessary to obtain the proper estimatesfor the di�erene of solutions of the perturbed (" 6= 0) and unperturbed (" = 0) equations(0.1).Setion 3 is devoted to the study of singular perturbations of exponential attrators inan abstrat setting. In this setion, we extend the onstrution given in [EfMZ3℄ to thease where the perturbed and unperturbed dynamial systems are de�ned in di�erent phasespaes.Based on the results of Setion 3, we prove, in Setion 4, that the dynamial systemsassoiated with problems (0.1) possess uniform exponential attrators M" in the spaesE2(") suh that(0.8) distsym;E(") (M";M0) � C"�1 ;where C > 0 and 0 < �1 < 1 are independent of ".We note that, in Setion 4, we onstrut the exponential attrators in the spaes E2(")only, although the onvergene (0.8) is established in a different (weaker) spae (namely,E(")). In order to overome this disadvantage, we prove, in Setion 5, an abstrat resulton the transitivity of exponential attration and, based on this result, we verify that M"attrats exponentially the bounded subsets of E(") as well. Thus, it is �nally establishedthat the uniform exponential attration property for M" and the onvergene (0.8) takeplae in the same phase spae E(").x1 Uniform bounds on the solutionsIn this setion, we derive several estimates on the solutions of (0.1) in the spaes E�("),� = 0; 1; 2, whih are neessary for the onstrution of attrators.Theorem 1.1. Let assumptions (0.2) and (0.3) hold and let 0 < " � 1. Then, for every�u(0) := (u0; u00) 2 E("), problem (0.1) has a unique solution �u(t) 2 E(") and the followingestimate is valid:(1.1) k�u(T )k2E(") + Z T+1T ("k�2t u(t)k2H�1 + k�tu(t)k2L2) dt �� Q�k�u(0)k2E(")� e��T +Q(kgkL2);5



where the monotoni funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of " > 0. More-over, system (0.1) possesses a global Lyapunov funtion:(1.2) U(u; �tu) := 12"k�tuk2L2 + 12krxuk2L2 + (F (u); 1)� (g; u) ;whih satis�es the relation(1.3) U(�u(T ))� U(�u(0)) = � Z T0 k�tu(t)k2L2 dt;for every solution �u(t). Here, F (u) := R u0 f(s) ds and (�; �) denotes the standard innerprodut in L2(
).Proof. The proof of existene and uniqueness of solutions an be found, for instane, in[BV℄. The existene of a Lyapunov funtion U and relation (1.3) are also obtained in[BV℄. So, there remains to verify the uniform estimate (1.1). We will give below a formalderivation of this estimate only; it an be justi�ed by onsidering Galerkin approximationsand onsists of two steps.Step 1. Multiplying equation (0.1) by �tu(t) + �u(t), � > 0 small enough, integratingover 
 and arguing in a standard way, we �nd(1.4) Z T+1T k�tu(t)k2L2 dt+ "k�tu(T )k2L2 + ku(T )k2H1 �� Q �"k�tu(0)k2L2 + ku(0)k2H1� e��T +Q(kgkL2);where Q and � > 0 are independent of " (see e.g. [BV℄ for details).Step 2. Thus, there only remains to estimate k�tu(t)kH�1 . In order to do so, we multiplyequation (0.1) by (��x)�1�2t u(t), where �x denotes the Laplaian assoiated with Dirihletboundary onditions, and obtain, integrating by parts(1.5) ddt�2k�tu(t)k2H�1 + (u(t); �tu(t)) + (f(u(t))� g; (��x)�1�tu(t))�++ "k�2t u(t)k2H�1 + �2k�tu(t)k2H�1 + (u(t); �tu(t))++ (f(u(t))� g; (��x)�1�tu(t))� � h(t);where(1.6) h(t) := �2k�tu(t)k2H�1 + (u(t); �tu(t)) + (f(u(t))� g; (��x)�1�tu(t))�++ k�tu(t)k2L2 + (f 0(u(t))�tu(t); (��x)�1�tu(t)):6



It follows from the growth restrition (0:2)4 on f , from (1.2), from the Sobolev embeddingH1 � L6 and from estimate (1.4) that(1.7) Z T+1T jh(t)j dt � Q("k�tu(0)k2L2 + ku(0)k2H1)e��T +Q(kgkL2):Indeed, the only diÆulty to derive (1.7) is to estimate the last term in (1.6). ApplyingH�older's inequality, together with the embedding H1 � L6, to this term, we have(1.8) j(f 0(u(t))�tu(t); (��x)�1�tu(t))j �� kf 0(u(t))kL3k�tu(t)kL2k(��x)�1�tu(t)kL6 � C(1 + ku(t)kH1)2k�tu(t)k2L2 :Integrating (1.8) over [T; T + 1℄ and estimating the right-hand side of the inequality thatwe obtain by using (1.4), we �nd the right-hand side of (1.7). The other terms in (1.6) anbe estimated analogously.Applying now Gronwall's inequality to (1.5) and using estimate (1.7), we obtain, aftersimple transformations(1.9) Y (T ) � CY (0)e�t +Q1 �"k�tu(0)k2L2 + ku(0)k2H1� e��T +Q1(kgkL2);where Y (t) := 2k�tu(t)k2H�1+(u(t); �tu(t))+(f(u(t))�g; (��x)�1�tu(t)) and where C > 0and the monotoni funtion Q1 are independent of " 2 (0; 1). It follows from the growthrestrition (0:2)4 and from the Sobolev embedding theorems that, analogously to (1.8)(1.10) C1k�tu(t)k2H�1 �Q2(ku(t)kH1) � Y (t) � C2k�tu(t)k2H�1 +Q2(ku(t)kH1);for positive onstants Ci and a monotoni funtion Q2 that are independent of ".Combining estimates (1.4), (1.9) and (1.10), we obtain the neessary estimates fork�tu(t)kH�1 . The estimates for "k�2t u(t)k2H�1 an be easily derived by then integratinginequality (1.5) over [T; T + 1℄. This �nishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.We now derive, based on (1.1), uniform bounds on the solutions in the spaes E1(") formore regular initial data.Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let in addition �u(0) belongto E1("). Then, the solution �u(t) of problem (0.1) belongs to E1("), for every t � 0, andthe following analogue of estimate (1.1) is valid:(1.11) k�u(T )k2E1(") + Z T+1T ("k�2t u(t)k2L2 + k�tu(t)k2H1) dt �� Q�k�u(0)k2E1(")� e��T +Q(kgkL2);where the monotoni funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of " > 0.Proof. As in Theorem 1.1, we restrit ourselves to the (formal) derivation of estimate (1.11).7



We introdue the solution G = G(x) of the following problem:(1.12) �xG = g; G���
 = 0:Then, thanks to the ellipti regularity, we have the following estimates:(1.13) kGkH2 � CkgkL2 ; kGkH3 � C1kgkH1 :We set w(t) := u(t)�G. This funtion obviously satis�es the equation(1.14) "�2tw + �tw ��xw + f(w +G) = 0; w��t=0 = u0 �G; �tw��t=0 = u00; w���
 = 0:We multiply equation (1.14) by ��x(�tw(t) + �w(t)) and integrate over 
 to obtain(1.15) 12 ddt ["k�trxw(t)k2L2 + k�xw(t)k2L2 � 2�"(�tw(t);�xw(t))℄++ ( � �")k�trxw(t)k2L2 + �k�xw(t)k2L2 � �(�trxw(t);rxw(t)) == �(f(u(t));�xw(t)) + (f(w(t) +G);�x�tw(t)):We transform the (most ompliated) last term of (1.15) (the other terms are easier totreat) as follows:(f(w +G);�x�tw) = �t(f(w +G);�xw)� (f 0(w +G)�tw;�xw);and we estimate the last term of this equality via H�older's inequality:(1.16) j(f 0(w +G)�tw;�xw)j � kf 0(w +G)kL6k�tukL3k�xwkL2 :We reall that, due to the growth restrition (0:2)4 and due to the regularity (1.13), wehave an estimate of the formkf 0(w +G)kL6 � C �1 + kgk2L2 + kwk2L12� :Aording to a lassial interpolation inequality (see e.g. [Tr℄), we obtainkwk2L12 � Ckwk3=2H1 kwk1=2H2 ; k�twkL3 � Ck�twk1=2L2 k�twk1=2H1 :Inserting these estimates into (1.16), we �ndj(f 0(w +G)�tw;�xw)j � Q(k�u(t)kE("))k�xwk3=2L2 k�tuk1=2L2 krx�twk1=2L2 :Applying Young's inequality and noting thatk�tuk1=2L2 � �+ C�k�tuk3=2L2 ;8



for every � > 0, we �nally obtain the estimatej(f 0(w(t) +G)�tw(t);�xw(t))j � � �k�trxw(t)k2L2 + k�xw(t)k2L2�++Q�(k�u(t)kE("))k�tu(t)k2L2k�xw(t)k2L2 :Fixing � > 0 small enough (but independently of ") and inserting this estimate into theright-hand side of (1.15), we derive the inequality(1.17) 12 ddt�"k�trxw(t)k2L2 + k�xw(t)k2L2 � 2�"(�tw(t);�xw(t))�� 2(f(u(t));�xw(t))�+ �1 �k�trxw(t)k2L2 + k�xw(t)k2L2� �� Q(k�u(t)kE("))k�tu(t)k2L2k�xw(t)k2L2 + Ckf(u(t))k2L2;for a suÆiently small �1 > 0 that is independent of ". We setY (t) = "k�trxw(t)k2L2 + k�xw(t)k2L2 � 2�"(�tw(t);�xw(t))� 2(f(u(t));�xw(t)):Then, due to H�older's inequality, due to the growth restrition (0:2)4 and due to lassialembedding theorems, we have (for a suÆiently small � > 0)(1.18) C1 �"k�tw(t)k2H1 + kw(t)k2H2��Q1(ku(t)kH1) � Y (t) �� C2 �"k�tw(t)k2H1 + kw(t)k2H2�+Q1(ku(t)kH1);for appropriate positive onstants Ci and monotoni funtion Q1 that are independent of". Inequality (1.17) now implies that(1.19) ddtY (t) + (�1 �Q(k�u(t)kE("))k�tu(t)k2L2)Y (t) �� ��1 +Q(k�u(t)kE("))k�tu(t)k2L2� �2�"j(�tw(t);�xw(t))j+ 2j(f(u(t));�xw(t))j�++ Ckf(u(t))k2L2:Applying H�older's inequality to the right-hand side of (1.19), using (1.18) and the obviousestimate kf(u(t))k2L2 � Q(k�u(0)kE("))e��t +Q(kgkL2);we �nd(1.20) ddtY (t) + B(t)Y (t) � �Q2(k�u(0)kE("))e��t +Q2(kgkL2)� �1 + k�tu(t)k2L2� ;where B(t) := 12�1 � 2Q(k�u(t)kE("))k�tu(t)k2L2 .9



We note that it easily follows from (1.4) thatZ T0 k�tu(t)k2 dt � Q3(k�u(0)kE("));for a funtion Q3 that is independent of T � 0 and ", and, onsequently(1.21) Z T0 B(t) dt � 12�1T �Q4(k�u(0)kE("));where �1 > 0 and Q4 are independent of T and ". Applying then Gronwall's inequality to(1.20) and using (1.21), we �nd, after simple omputations(1.22) "k�tw(T )k2H1 + kw(T )k2H2 � Q �"k�tu(0)k2H1 + ku(0)k2H2� e��T +Q(kgkL2);where Q and � > 0 are independent of ".A similar estimate for R T+1T k�tu(t)k2H1 dt an be easily derived by now integrating (1.17)over [T; T + 1℄ and by using (1.22). So, there only remains to estimate k�tu(t)kL2 and" R T+1T k�2t u(t)k2L2 dt. To this end, we multiply equation (1.14) by �2tw(t) and argue asin Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We also note that this reasoning is simpler thanthat performed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 beause we already have an estimate of theL1-norm of the solution u(t) (due to (1.22) and due to the embedding H2 � C) and,onsequently, we do not need to worry about the growth of f . That is the reason why weleave the rigorous proof of these estimates to the reader. This �nishes the proof of Theorem1.2.We now derive uniform bounds on the solutions in E2(").Theorem 1.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Let also �u(0) belong to E2(")and the ompatibility ondition(1.23) �xu0���
 = g���
;be satis�ed. Then, the solution �u(t) of equation (0.1) belongs to E2("), for every t � 0,and the following estimate is valid:(1.24) k�u(T )k2E2(") + Z T+1T ("k�2t u(t)k2H1 + k�tu(t)k2H2) dt �� Q �k�u(0)kE2(")� e��T +Q(kgkH1);where the monotoni funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of " > 0.Proof. As above, we only give a formal derivation of (1.24). We set, as in the proof ofTheorem 1.2, w(t) := u(t)�G, where G is solution of (1.12). Then, due to equation (0.1)10



and due to the ompatibility ondition (1.23), the funtion w satis�es equation (1.14),together with the following boundary onditions:(1.25) w(t)���
 = �xw(t)���
 = 0:Here, we have impliitly used the ondition f(0) = 0.Multiplying equation (1.14) by �2x(�tw(t) + �w(t)), integrating by parts using (1.25),and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain(1.26) 12 ddt ["k�t�xw(t)k2L2 + krx�xw(t)k2L2 � 2�"(�trxw(t);rx�xw(t))℄++ ( � �")k�t�xw(t)k2L2 + �krx�xw(t)k2L2 � �(�trxw(t);rx�xw(t)) == ��(f(u(t));�2xw(t)) + (f 0(u(t))�xu(t);�x�tw(t)) + (f 00(u(t))jrxu(t)j2; �t�xw(t)):We set Y (t) := "k�t�xw(t)k2L2 + krx�xw(t)k2L2 � 2�"(�trxw(t);rx�xw(t)). Then, for asuÆiently small � > 0, we easily have(1.27) C1 �"k�t�xw(t)k2L2 + krx�xw(t)k2L2� � Y (t) �� C2 �"k�t�xw(t)k2L2 + krx�xw(t)k2L2� ;for positive onstants Ci that are independent of ".We again estimate the most ompliated term in the right-hand side of (1.26) only (theother terms an be estimated analogously). Using H�older's inequality, we �nd(1.28) j(f 0(u(t))�xu(t);�x�tw(t))j � Ckf 0(u(t))kL1ku(t)kH2k�tw(t)kH2 �� C�kf 0(u(t))k2L1ku(t)k2H2 + �k�tw(t)k2H2 :Noting that H2 � C, we have(1.29) kf 0(u(t))k2L1 � Q(ku(t)kH2);for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q depending only on f .Estimating the H2-norm of u(t) using Theorem 1.2, inserting (1.28) and (1.29) into(1.26) and using (1.27), we �nd, after standard alulationsddtY (t) + �1Y (t) � Q(k�u(0)kE1("))e��t +Q(kgkL2);for a positive onstant �1 and a funtion Q that are independent of ". Applying nowGronwall's inequality and using (1.27) again, we �nally obtain(1.30) Z T+1T k�tw(t)k2H2 dt+ "k�tw(T )k2H2 + kw(T )k2H3 �� Q �"k�tu(0)k2H2 + ku(0)k2H3� e��T +Q(kgkL2);11



for appropriate monotoni funtion Q and positive onstant � that are independent of ".We reall that, aording to (1.13), we haveku(t)kH3 � kw(t)kH3 + kgkH1 ;and (1.30) then implies an analogous (to (1.30)) estimate for u(t).Multiplying �nally equation (1.14) by �x�2tw and arguing as in Step 2 of the proof ofTheorem 1.1, we derive the neessary estimates for k�tu(t)kH1 and R T+1T "k�2t u(t)k2H1dt.This �nishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.Remark 1.1. We note that we have atually proved the analogue of (1.24) for the funtionw(t) under the assumption g 2 L2(
) and that we need the regularity (0.3) to return fromw to u only. So, in the more general ase where g 2 L2(
), we only need to replae thespae E2(") by E2(") + [G; 0℄, where G is solution of (1.12), and all the results that will beformulated below remain valid for g 2 L2(
).Let us onsider, to onlude this setion, the limit paraboli problem(1.31) �tu = �xu� f(u) + g; u���
 = 0; u��t=0 = u0;that is assoiated with (0.1) for " = 0. It is well known (see e.g. [BV℄) that, under the aboveassumptions, this equation has a unique solution u(t), for every u0 2 L2(
). Moreover, itis not diÆult to verify that all the estimates of Theorems 1.1-1.3 remain valid for " = 0 aswell (obviously, in that ase, the quantity �tu(0) should be expressed through u(0) usingequation (1.31)). To be more preise, the following assertion is valid.Corollary 1.1. Let assumptions (0.2)-(0.3) hold and let in addition (1.23) be satis�ed.Then, the solution u(t) of problem (1.31) satis�es the following estimate:(1.32) ku(T )k2H3 + k�tu(T )k2H1 + Z T+1T k�tu(t)k2H2 dt � Q(ku0kH3)e��T +Q(kgkH1);where � > 0 and Q is an appropriate monotoni funtion. Moreover, if u(0) 2 Hi(
) \fu���
 = 0g, for i = 1; 2, thenku(T )k2Hi + k�tu(T )k2Hi�2 + Z T+1T k�tu(t)k2Hi�1 dt � Q(ku0kHi)e��T +Q(kgkL2):Atually, we will need in the sequel stronger estimates for the solutions of (1.31). Wehave theCorollary 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold. Then, the solution u(t) ofproblem (1.31) satis�es the following estimates:(1.33) k�2t u(T )k2H�1 + Z T+1T �k�2t u(t)k2L2 + k(��x)�1�3t u(t)k2L2� dt �� Q(ku0kH3)e��T +Q(kgkH1);12



where � > 0 and Q is a monotoni funtion.Proof. Di�erentiating (1.31) with respet to t and setting �(t) := �tu(t), we have theequation(1.34) �t� = �x� � h(t); �(0) := 1 (�xu0 � f(u0) + g) ; ����
 = 0;where h(t) := f 0(u(t))�tu(t). Aording to (1.32) and to the Sobolev embedding H2 � C,we obtain the estimatesk�(0)kH1 � Q(ku0kH3) +Q(kgkH1); kh(t)kL2 � Q(ku0kH3)e��t +Q(kgkH1);and the L2-regularity theorem, applied to the heat equation (1.34), then implies the ne-essary estimates for �2t u. In order to derive the proper estimate for the third derivative,we take the (��x)�1 of (1.34) and di�erentiate one more with respet to t. Then, settingW (t) := �t(��x)�1�tu(t), we �nd the equation(1.35) �tW = �xW �H(t); W (0) := 1 ���(0)� (��x)�1 (f(u0)�(0))� ;with H(t) := (��x)�1 �f 00(u(t))(�tu(t))2 + f 0(u(t))�2t u(t)�. It is not diÆult to hek,using estimate (1.32) and estimate (1.33) for �2t u(t), thatkW (0)kH1 � Q(ku0kH3) +Q(kgkH1); Z T+1T kH(t)k2L2 dt � Q(ku0kH3)e��T +Q(kgkH1):The L2-regularity theorem for the heat equation, applied to equation (1.35), �nishes theproof of the orollary.x2 Estimates on the differene of solutionsIn this setion, we derive several estimates on the di�erene of solutions of (0.1) whihwill be useful for the onstrution of exponential attrators.Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let u1(t) and u2(t) be twosolutions of equation (0.1) with initial data belonging to E("). Then, the following estimateholds:(2.1) k�u1(t)� �u2(t)kE(") � CeKtk�u1(0)� �u2(0)kE(");where the onstants C and K depend on k�ui(0)kE("), i = 1; 2, but are independent of ".Proof. We set v(t) = u1(t)� u2(t). Then, we have(2.2) � "�2t v + �tv ��xv + l(t)v = 0;�v(0) = �u1(0)� �u2(0);13



where l(t) := R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1� s)u2(t)) ds.We note that, aording to the growth restritions on f 0, the Sobolev embedding theo-rems and estimate (1.1)(2.3) kl(t)kL3 � C(1 + ku1(t)kH1 + ku2(t)kH1)2 � Q(k�u1(0)kE(") + k�u2(0)kE(")):Multiplying now equation (2.2) by �tv, integrating over 
 and using the obvious estimate(2.4) j(l(t)v(t); �tv(t))j � Ckl(t)kL3(kv(t)k2H1 + k�tv(t)k2L2);we obtain, after standard transformations (see e.g. [BV℄)(2.5) Z T+1T k�tv(t)k2L2 dt+ "k�tv(T )k2L2 + k�tv(T )k2H1 �� CeKT �"k�tv(0)k2L2 + kv(0)k2H1� :In order to obtain an estimate for k�tv(t)kH�1 , we multiply equation (2.2) by (��x)�1�2t vand integrate over 
. We then have(2.6) ddt [2k�tv(t)k2H�1 + (v(t); �tv(t)) + (l(t)v(t); (��x)�1�tv(t))℄++ "k�2t v(t)k2H�1 � k�tv(t)k2L2 + (l0(t)v(t); (��x)�1�tv(t))++ (l(t)�tv(t); (��x)�1�tv(t)) � h(t):Estimate (2.5), together with H�older's inequality and the growth restritions on f , gives(2.7) Z T+1T jh(t)j dt � Q(k�u1(0)kE(") + k�u2(0)kE("))eKT �"k�tv(0)k2L2 + kv(0)k2H1� :To do so, we only estimate the seond term in h(t) (the other terms an be estimatedanalogously). It follows from the growth restritions on f 00 that(2.8) kl0(t)kL3=2 � C(1 + ku1(t)kH1 + ku2(t)kH1)(k�tu1(t)kL2 + k�tu2(t)kL2):Thus, due to (1.1) and (2.5) and due to H�older's inequality(2.9) j(l0(t)v(t); (��x)�1�tv(t))j �� Ckl0(t)kL3=2kv(t)kH1k�tv(t)kL2 � C 0kl0(t)k2L3=2kv(t)k2H1 + k�tv(t)k2L2 �� Q(k�u1(0)kE(") + k�u2(0)kE("))("k�tv(0)k2L2 + kv(0)k2H1)�� eKt(k�tu1(t)k2L2 + k�tu2(t)k2L2) + k�tv(t)k2L2 :14



Integrating (2.9) over [T; T+1℄ and using estimates (1.1) and (2.5), we obtain (2.7) (for thispart of h). Integrating �nally (2.6) and using (2.7), we �nd, after standard alulations,the neessary estimate for k�tv(t)kH�1 . This �nishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.We now derive an (asymptotially) smoothing property for the di�erene of solutions of(0.1), assuming that their initial values belong to E1(
). To this end, we deompose thefuntion v(t) := u1(t)� u2(t) into the sum of an exponentially deaying and a smoothingparts: v(t) = v1(t) + v2(t), where the funtions v1 and v2 satisfy the equations(2.10) "�2t v1 + �tv1 ��xv1 = 0; �v1(0) = �v(0);and(2.11) "�2t v2 + �tv2 ��xv2 = �l(t)v; �v2(0) = 0;respetively, where l(t) is de�ned above.Theorem 2.2. Let u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of (0.1) with initial values belongingto E1(�) and let the funtions v1(t) and v2(t) be de�ned as above. Then, the followingestimates hold: k�v1(t)k2E(") � Ce��tk�v(0)k2E(");(2.12) k�v2(t)k2E1(") � C1eKtk�v(0)k2E(");(2.13)where all the onstants are independent of " (the onstants C and � > 0 depend only onequation (0.1) and the onstants C1 and K depend also on k�ui(0)kE1("), i = 1; 2).Proof. We will only prove estimate (2.13) (estimate (2.12) is straightforward, v1 being thesolution of a linear equation).Multiplying equation (2.11) by ��x�tv2(t), we have(2.14) 12 ddt �"krx�tv2(t)k2L2 + k�xv2(t)k2L2�+ krx�tv2(t)k2L2 = (l(t)v(t);�x�tv2(t)):We reall that H2 � C; therefore, it follows from Theorem 1.2 that(2.15) kl(t)kL1 + krxl(t)kL6 � Q �k�u1(0)kE1(") + k�u2(0)kE1(")� :Thus, the right-hand side of (2.14) an be estimated as follows:(2.16) j(l(t)v(t);�x�tv2(t))j � j(rxl(t)v(t); �trxv2(t))j+ j(l(t)rxv(t); �trxv2(t))j �� 2krx�tv2(t)k2L2 + C 0kv(t)k2H1 ;15



where the onstant C 0 depends on k�ui(0)kE1("), but is independent of ". Inserting thisestimate into (2.14) and using (2.1), we have(2.17) Z T+1T k�tv2(t)k2H1 dt+ "k�tv2(T )k2H1 + kv2(T )k2H2 � CeKT k�v(0)k2E("):So, there only remains to estimate k�tv2(t)k2L2 . To this end, we multiply (as above) equation(2.11) by �2t v2(t) and integrate over 
. We obtain(2.18) ddt �2k�tv2(t)k2L2 � (�xv2(t); �tv2(t)) + (l(t)v(t); �tv2(t))�+ "k�2t v2(t)k2L2 == krx�tv2(t)k2L2 + (�tl(t)v(t); �tv2(t)) + (l(t)�tv(t); �tv2(t)) � h(t):We note that, using the growth restrition (0:2)4, estimate (1.11) and the embeddingH2 � C, we have, arguing as in (2.8), the estimate(2.19) k�tl(t)kL3=2 � Q �k�u1(0)kE1(") + k�u2(0)kE1(")� ;and, onsequently, due to (2.15) and (2.19)(2.20) jh(t)j � C1(kv(t)k2H1 + k�tv(t)k2L2 + k�tv2(t)k2H1):Inserting (2.20) into (2.18), integrating the inequality that we obtain over [0; T ℄ and using(2.5) and (2.17), we �nd the neessary estimate for k�tv2(t)kL2 . This �nishes the proof ofTheorem 2.2.Let us now onsider the analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the limit paraboliproblem (1.31) (" ! 0). We reall that, in ontrast to the hyperboli problem (0.1), theparaboli problem possesses a smoothing property on a �nite interval and, onsequently,we do not need to deompose the di�erene u1(t) � u2(t) into a sum of two omponents(see (2.10) and (2.11)).Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let u1(t) and u2(t) be twosolutions of the limit problem (1.31) suh that ui(0) 2 H1(
) \ fu���
 = 0g. Then, thefollowing estimate holds:(2.21) ku1(t)� u2(t)kH1 � CeKtku1(0)� u2(0)kH1 :Moreover, for every t > 0, the following estimate holds:(2.22) ku1(t)� u2(t)k2H1 � C t+ 1t eKtku1(0)� u2(0)k2L2 ;where the onstants C and K depend on the H1-norm of the initial data for ui.This theorem is well known (see e.g. [BV℄) and we omit its proof here.16



We are now going to estimate the di�erene of solutions between the unperturbed (" = 0)and perturbed (" 6= 0) problems. To this end, we look for a formal asymptoti expansionof u" near t = 0 with respet to ". Aording to the standard sheme (see e.g. [LyV℄), weintrodue a time sale � = t" and seek for an asymptoti expansion of the form(2.23) u"(t) = u0(t; �) + "u1(t; �) + "2u2(t; �) + � � � :Moreover, in order to de�ne the funtion ui(t; �), the following assumption should be added:eah term ui an be deomposed as follows:(2.24) ( ui(t; �) = �ui(t) + ~ui(�);lim�!+1 ~ui(�) = 0:Inserting expansion (2.23) into equation (0.1), we have(2.25) "�1�2�u0 + "0 ��2�u1 + 2�t��u1 + �tu0 + ��u1 ��xu0 � f(u0)� g�++ "1 ��2t u0 + 2�t��u1 + �2�u2 + �tu1 + ��u2 ��xu1 + f 0(u0)u1�+ "2 (� � �) + � � � :Expanding the initial data in a similar way, we have0 = "0 �u0(0; 0)� u0�+ "1u1(0; 0) + "2u2(0; 0) + � � � ;0 = "�1��u0(0; 0) + "0 ��tu0(0; 0) + ��u1(0; 0)� u00�+ "1 ��tu1(0; 0) + ��u2(0; 0)�+ � � � :Taking into aount the fat that the ui are assumed to be independent of ", we an nowwrite reurrent formulae for the funtions ui. Indeed, at order "�1, there remains from(2.25) �2�u0 = 0; ��u0(0; 0) = 0;and, onsequently, due to (2.24), u0(t; �) = �u0(t), ~u0(�) � 0. Analogously, at order "0,there remains from (2.25)�2�u1 + �tu0 + ��u1 ��xu0 � f(u0)� g = 0; �u0(t) = u0; ��u1(0; 0) = �t�u0(0)� u00:Passing to the limit � !1 and using (2.24), we �nd the equation for the funtion �u0(t):(2.26) �t�u0 ��x�u0 + f(�u0) = g; �u0��t=0 = u0;whih oinides with the limit paraboli problem (1.31) assoiated with (0.1) for " = 0.Substrating this equation from the equation of order "0, we have(2.27) �2�u1 + ��u1 = 0; ��u1(0; 0) = �t�u0(0)� u00:17



Equation (2.27), together with assumption (2.24), de�nes in a unique way the funtion~u1(�), namely(2.28) ~u1(�) := � 1 e���u"(0);where �u"(0) := u00 � 1 (�xu0 � f(u0) + g) (here, we have expressed the value of �t�u0(0)from equation (2.26)).A similar analysis of equation (2.25) at order "1 gives the equation for �u1(t):�t�u1 ��x�u1 + f 0(�u0)�u1 = ��2t �u0; �u1(0) := 1 �u"(0):Arguing analogously, we an determine all the funtions ui, i 2 N , in expansion (2.23) (ifthe nonlinearity f and the external fore g are smooth). However, it is suÆient, for ourpurpose, to use the �rst two terms in (2.23). Moreover, it will be onvenient to inlude tothe remainder the term "�u1(t) as well. So, we will look for a solution u"(t) of problem (0.1)in the following form:(2.29) u"(t) := u0(t) + "~u1( t" ) + "R(t);where u0(t) is solution of the limit paraboli problem (1.31), the boundary layer term ~u1(�)is de�ned via (2.28) and R(t) := R(t; ") is a rest that will be estimated in the next theorembelow.Theorem 2.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold. Then, the solution u"(t) ofproblem (0.1) possesses a deomposition (2.29), where u0(t) is solution of problem (1.31),the boundary layer ~u1 is de�ned via (2.28) and the remainder R an be estimated as follows:(2.30) k�R(t)kE(") � CeKt; �R(t) := [R(t); �tR(t)℄;where the onstants C and K depend on k�u"(0)kE2("), but are independent of ".Proof. Owing to the onstrution of the asymptoti expansion, the remainder R is solutionof the following wave equation:(2.31) ( "�2tR+ �tR��xR+ l(t)R = �l(t)~u1( t� ) + �x~u1( t� )� �2t u0;R��t=0 = 1�u"(0); �tR��t=0 = 0; R���
 = 0;where l(t) � lu";u0(t) := R 10 f 0(u0 + �(u" � u0))d�. We note that, due to Theorem 1.3,�R(0) 2 E(") and k�R(0)kE(") = 1 k�u"(0)kH1 � Q(k�u"(0)kE(")):18



As usual, multiplying equation (2.22) by �tR, integrating over 
 and integrating by parts,we obtain(2.32) 12 ddt �"k�tR(t)k2L2 + krxR(t)k2L2 + 2�rx~u1( t� );rxR(t)��+ k�tR(t)k2L2 == ��l(t)(R(t) + ~u1( t� )); �tR(t)�+ ��trx~u1( t� );rxR(t)�� ��2t u0(t); �tR(t)� :We note that, due to Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.1, we have an estimate of the form(2.33) kl(t)kL1 � C(1 + ku"(t)kH2 + ku0(t)kH2)2 � C1 �1 + k�u(0)k2E1(")� ;where C1 is independent of ". Consequently, we have no diÆulty to estimate the �rst termin the right-hand side of (2.32), namelyj�l(t)(R(t) + ~u1( t� )); �tR(t)� j � KkrxR(t)k2L2 + 4k�tR(t)k2L2 +Kk~u1( t� )k2H1 ;where K depends on k�u(0)kE1("), but is independent of ". Also, the last term in (2.32)arises no diÆulty sine, aording to Corollary 1.2, we have an estimate of the integral of�2t u0. We estimate the seond term in the right-hand side of (2.32) in the following way:j��trx~u1( t� );rxR(t)� j � k�t~u1( t� )kH1krxR(t)kL2 � k�t~u1( t� )kH1 �1 + krxR(t)k2L2� :Inserting these estimates into (2.32), we �nd(2.34) 12 ddt �"k�tR(t)k2L2 + kR(t)k2H1 � 2�rx~u1( t� );rxR(t)��+ 2k�tR(t)k2L2 �� K �1 + k�t~u1( t� )kH1� kR(t)k2H1 + C �k�t~u1( t� )kH1 + k~u1( t� )k2H1 + k�2t u0(t)k2L2� :We now note that, in view of the expliit expression (2.28) of the boundary layer term, wehave an estimate of the form(2.35) k~u1(�)kH1 + Z 10 k�t~u1( t" )kH1 dt � Q(k�u(0)kE2("));where Q is independent of ". Thus, applying Gronwall's inequality to (2.34) and using(1.33) and (2.35), we obtain(2.36) "k�tR(t)k2L2 + kR(t)k2H1 + Z t+1t k�tR(s)k2L2 ds � C1eK1t;19



where the onstants C1 andK1 depend on k�u(0)kE2("), but are independent of ". Therefore,it only remains to estimate k�tR(t)kH�1 . In order to do so, we multiply as above equation(2.31) by (��x)�1�2tR and integrate by parts. We then have(2.37) ddt�(t) = ��~u1( t� ); �2tR(t)�� �l(t)~u1( t� ); (��x)�1�2tR(t)�++ ��t[l(t)R(t)℄; (��x)�1�tR(t)�++ k�tR(t)k2L2 � "k�2tR(t)k2H�1 + �(��x)�1�3t u0(t); �tR(t)� � H(t);where�(t) := 2k�tR(t)k2H�1 + (R(t); �tR(t)) + �l(t)R(t); (��x)�1�tR(t)�++ ��2t u0(t); (��x)�1�tR(t)� :It is not diÆult to verify, using H�older's inequality, estimate (2.33) and estimate (1.33)for k�2t u0(t)kH�1 , that(2.38) 4 k�tR(t)k2H�1 � CkR(t)k2H1 � C1 � �(t) � k�tR(t)k2H�1 + CkR(t)k2H1 + C1;where the onstants C and C1 depend on k�u(0)kE2("), but are independent of ". So, it onlyremains to estimate the funtion H(t) in the right-hand side of (2.37). To do so, we notethat, due to the embeddings H1 � L6 and H2 � C, we an easily dedue from estimates(1.24) and (1.32) the inequalityk�tl(t)kL6 � C �1 + ku"(t)kH2 + ku0(t)kH2� �1 + k�tu"(t)kH1 + k�tu0(t)kH1� � C1;where C1 depends only on k�u(0)kE2(") (and is independent of "). Consequently, due toH�older's inequality, the funtion H satis�es(2.39) jH(t)j � C �kR(t)k2H1 + k�tR(t)k2L2 + k(��x)�1�3t u0(t)k2L2 + "�1k~u1( t" )k2H1� ;where C is independent of ". We now observe that the expliit expression (2.28) of theboundary layer ~u1 implies that(2.40) "�1 Z 10 k~u1( t" )k2H1 dt � Ck�u"(0)k2H1 � C 0;where C 0 depends on k�u(0)kE2("), but is independent of ".Integrating (2.37) over [0; T ℄ and using estimates (1.33), (2.36) and (2.38)-(2.40), wederive the neessary estimate for k�tR(t)kH�1 . This �nishes the proof of Theorem 2.4.20



Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold and let u"(t) and u0(t) be so-lutions of (0.1) and (1.31) respetively suh that u"(0) = u0(0) = u0. Then, the followingestimate holds:(2.41) k�u"�u0(t)kE(") � C1"eKt + C2e� " t �k�u"(0)kH�1 + "1=2k�u"(0)kL2� ;where �u"(t) := �tu"(t)� 1 (�xu"(t)� f(u"(t)) + g) and where the onstants Ci, i = 1; 2,and K depend on k�u"(0)kE2("), but are independent of ".Indeed, (2.41) is an immediate orollary of Theorem 2.4.Corollary 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 hold and let u"(t) and u(t) be solutionsof problems (0.1) and (1.31) respetively, with u(0) 2 H3 \ fu���
 = 0g satisfying theompatibility ondition (1.23), but suh that u(0) 6= u0. Then, the following estimate holds:(2.42) k�u"�u(t)kE(0) �� C1"eKt + C2ku"(0)� u(0)kH1eKt + C3e� " t �k�u"(0)kH�1 + "1=2k�u"(0)kL2� ;where the onstants Ci, i = 1; 2; 3, and K depend on k�u"(0)kE2(") and ku0(0)kH3 , but areindependent of ".Proof. Let u0(t) be solution of the paraboli equation with u0(0) = u"(0) = u0. Then, onthe one hand, we have estimate (2.41) for the di�erene between u"(t) and u0(t) and, onthe other hand, estimate (2.21) implies that(2.43) k�u(t)� �u0(t)kE(0) � CeKtku(0)� u0(0)kH1 :Combining (2.41) and (2.43), we obtain (2.42).In the sequel, we will also need to ontrol the evolution of the quantity(2.44) ��u"(t) � "�2t u"(t):Corollary 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 hold. Then(2.45) k�u"(t)kH�1 + " 12 k�u"(t)kL2 � C �e� " tk�u"(0)kH�1 + "� ;where C depends on k�u(0)kE2("), but is independent of ".Proof. It follows from the asymptoti expansion (2.29) of u" that(2.46) �u"(t) = �"�t~u1( t" )+ "��x~u1( t" ) + �xR(t)� �tR(t)�+ "l(t)(~u1( t" ) +R(t)):21



We note that, without loss of generality, we may assume that t � 1. It then follows from(2.28), (2.30) and (2.33) that(2.47) k�u"(t)kH�1 � e� " tk�u"(0)kH�1 + C";where the onstant C depends on k�u(0)kE2("). We then reall that, due to Theorem 1.3,we have the estimate(2.48) k�u"(t)kH1 � C1:Finally, interpolating between the spaes H�1 and H1, we derive the neessary estimatefor the seond term in the left-hand side of (2.45).Remark 2.1. We note that, due to (2.44), estimate (2.45) an be rewritten as follows:(2.49) k�2t u"(t)kH�1 + " 12 k�2t u"(t)kL2 � C1" e� " t + C2;where the onstants Ci; i = 1; 2; depend on k�u(0)kE2("), but are independent of ".x3 Perturbations of exponential attrators: the abstrat settingIn this setion, we formulate and prove an abstrat result on the onstrution of uniformexponential attrators for a singularly perturbed family of maps whih generalizes thatgiven in [EfMZ3℄ and will be applied to our problem in Setion 4 below (see also [MZ℄ forthe appliation to phase-�eld type equations). In order to do so, we will use the oneptof Kolmogorov "-entropy.De�nition 3.1. Let K be a (pre)ompat set in a metri spae V . Then, due to theHausdor� riterium, for every � > 0, the set K an be overed by a �nite number of �-balls in V . Let N�(K;V ) be the minimal number of suh balls. Then, by de�nition, theKolmogorov �-entropy of K is the following number:H �(K;V ) := lnN�(K;V );(see e.g. [KT℄ for details). We reall that the fratal dimension of the set K an beexpressed in terms of the �-entropy:dimF (K;V ) := lim sup�!0+ H � (K;V )ln 1� :We are now in a position to formulate our abstrat sheme.Let E(") and E1("), " 2 [0; 1℄, be two families of Banah spaes (whih are embedded intoa larger topologial spae V) suh that E(") �� E1("), for every " 2 [0; 1℄. We also assumethat these ompat embeddings are uniform with respet to " in the following sense:(3.1) H � (B(0; 1; E1(")); E(")) � M (�); 8� > 0;22



where M (�) is some monotoni funtion that is independent of " (here and below, B(v;R; V )denotes the R-ball in V entered at v).We further assume that we are given a family of losed sets B" � E(") (with B0 boundedin E(0)) and a family of maps S" : B" ! B" suh that1. B0 � E("), for every " 2 [0; 1℄, and(3.2) kb0kE(") � C1kb0kE(0) + C2"; 8b0 2 B0:2. There exist maps C" and K" (whih map B" into E(")) suh that S" = C" + K" and,for every b1"; b2" 2 B", the following estimates hold:(3.3) � kC"b1" � C"b2"kE(") � �kb1" � b2"kE(");kK"b1" � K"b2"kE1(") � Kkb1" � b2"kE(");where � < 12 and K are independent of ".3. There exist nonlinear 'projetors' �" : B" ! B0 suh that(3.4) kS(k)" b" � S(k)0 �"b"kE(") � C"Lk;for every b" 2 B", where the onstants C and L are independent of " (here and below, S(k)"denotes the kth iteration of the map S").The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. Let assumptions (3.1){(3.4) hold. Then, there exists a family of exponentialattrators M" � B" for the maps S" suh that S"M" � M" and the following onditionsare satis�ed:1. The rate of exponential attration is uniform with respet to ", i.e.(3.5) distE(")(S(k)" B";M") � C3e��k;where the positive onstants C3 and � are independent of ".2. The sets M" are ompat in E("), for " 2 [0; 1℄, and their fratal dimensions areuniformly bounded with respet to ":(3.6) dimF (M"; E(")) � C4;where the positive onstant C4 is independent of ".3. The symmetri distane between M" and M0 satis�es(3.7) distsym;E(") (M";M0) � C5"� :Moreover, the onstants Ci; i = 3; 4; 5; and 0 < � < 1 an be alulated expliitly.Proof. As usual (see [EfMZ3℄), we �rst onstrut the exponential attratorM0. To this end,we onstrut a family of sets Vi � S(i)0 B0, i = 1; 2; � � � , by the following indutive proedure.23



We reall that, due to our assumptions, the set B0 is bounded in E(0). Consequently, thereexists a ball B(b0; R; E(0)) suh that b0 2 B0 and B0 � B(b0; R; E(0)). We set V0 := fb0g.We now assume that the set Vk is already onstruted suh that Vk � S(k)0 B0 and Vk isan Rk := R ��+ 12�k-net of S(k)0 B0 (we reall that, due to our assumptions, � < 12 ). Wethen onstrut the next set Vk+1 preserving these properties. To this end, we use estimates(3.3). Let b belong to Vk. We onsider a ball B(b; Rk; E(0)) and its image under the mapS0. It follows from (3.3) that(3.8) K0B(b; Rk; E(0)) � B(K0b;KRk; E1(0)):We now reall that E1(0) �� E(0). Consequently, there exists a overing of the right-handside of (3.8) by a �nite number of Rk 1�2�4 -balls in E(0). We �x a overing with a minimalnumber of balls and denote byWk(b) the set of all the enters of this overing. Furthermore,we note that(3.9) #Wk(b) = NRk 1�2�4 �B(K0b;KRk; E1(0)); E(0)� �� N 1�2�4K �B(0; 1; E1(0)); E(0)� � exp�M (1 � 2�4K )� := N:It is essential for us that the number N de�ned in (3.9) be independent of k (and of b 2 Vk;moreover, thanks to (3.1), this number will be independent of " as well if we replae thespaes E(0) and E1(0) by E(") and E1(")).We note that the �rst estimate of (3.3) implies that the system of Rk 1�2�4 + �Rk =Rk 1+2�4 -balls entered at the points of the set C0b+Wk(b) overs the set S0B(b; Rk; E(0))and that the number of balls in this system does not exeed N . Therefore, the system ofRk 1�2�4 -balls entered at the points of [b2Vk(C0b+Wk(b)) overs S(k+1)0 B0 and the numberof balls in this system is not greater than N#Vk. Inreasing the radius of every ball inthis overing by a fator of two, we may assume that the enters of the overing belongto S(k+1)0 B0. We now denote by Vk+1 the (new) enters of this overing and we note thatRk+1 = Rk 1+2�2 .Thus, we have onstruted by indution the family of sets Vk � S(k)0 B0, k 2 N , whihsatisfy the following properties:(3.10) ( 1: #Vk � Nk;2: distE(0) �S(k)0 B0; Vk� � R(�+ 12 )k:(We reall that, due to our assumptions, �+ 12 < 1.)We now de�ne a new family of sets Ek, k 2 N , by the following indutive formula:E1 := V1; Ek+1 := S0Ek [ Vk+1:24



Then, evidently(3.11) 8>><>>: 1: Ek � S(k)0 B0; S0Ek � Ek+1;2: #Ek � Nk+1;3: distE(0) �S(k)0 B0; Ek� � R(�+ 12 )k:We �nally set(3.12) M00 := [k2NEk; M0 := [M00℄E(0);where [�℄V denotes the losure in V . It is not diÆult to verify that the set M0 is anexponential attrator for the map S0 on B0. Indeed, (3:11)1 and (3.12) imply that S0M0 �M0 and the exponential attration (3.5) is an immediate orollary of (3:11)3. Furthermore,it follows from (3:11)2, together with (3:11)1, that the fratal dimension of M0 satis�es(3.120) dimF (M0; E(0)) � M (1�2�4K )ln 22�+1 ;(see [EfMZ1℄ for details).We then onstrut the exponential attrators M" for " 6= 0 using the onstrution ofthe attrator M0. To this end, we �x inverse images of the sets Ek under the maps S(k)0(it is possible do do so due to (3.11)(1)). To be more preise, we assume that the family ofsets bEk � B0 is suh that(3.13) 1: S(k)0 bEk = Ek; 2: # bEk = #Ek � Nk+1:We �x an arbitrary " 2 (0; 1℄ and arbitrary liftings of the sets bEk � B0 to B" (with respetto the projetion �"), i.e. the bEk(") � B" are suh that(3.14) 1: �" bEk(") = bEk; 2: # bEk(") = #Ek � Nk+1:We �nally set ~Ek(") := S(k)" bEk("). We laim that(3.15) distE(") �S(k)" B"; ~Ek(")� � 2C"Lk + C1R(�+ 12)k + C2";where the onstants C, C1, C2 and L are de�ned in (3.2) and (3.4). Indeed, let b 2 B" bean arbitrary point. We set b0 := S(k)0 �"b 2 S(k)0 B0. We reall that Ek is a R(�+ 12 )k-netof the set S(k)0 B0. Consequently, there exists a point bk 2 Ek suh that(3.16) kb0 � bkkE(") � C1kb0 � bkkE(0) + C2" � C1R(�+ 12)k + C2":25



Let bbk, bbk(") and ~bk(") be the images of the point bk in bEk, bEk(") and ~Ek(") respetively(i.e. bk = S(k)0 bbk, �"bbk(") = bbk and ~bk(") = S(k)" bbk(")). Then, estimates (3.4) imply that(3.17) kS(k)" b� b0kE(") � C"Lk; k~bk(")� bkkE(") � C"Lk:Combining estimates (3.16) and (3.17), we �ndkS(k)" b� ~bk(")kE(") � kS(k)" b� b0kE(") + kb0 � bkkE(") + kbk � ~bk(")kE(") �� 2C"Lk + C1R(�+ 12)k + C2";whih proves (3.15).Let now k(") and 1 > � > 0 be solutions of(3.18) "Lk = (12 + �)k = "� ;i.e. k(") = logL "logL( 12+�)�1 , � = � logL( 12+�)1�logL( 12+�) . Then, it follows from (3.4), (3.15) and (3.18)that(3.19) 8<: 1: distsym;E(") � ~Ek("); Ek� � C 0"� ;2: distE(") �S(k)" B"; ~Ek(")� � C 00R(12 + �)k;for every 1 � k � k("), where the onstants C 0 and C 00 are independent of k and ".Thus, we may take Ek(") := ~Ek("), if k � k("). In order to onstrut the sets Ek(")for k > k("), we forget the exponential attrator M0 and the sets ~Ek(") and onstrutthem by the indutive proedure desribed above based on (3.3) and starting from Ek(")(")rather. Thus, we have a family of sets Ek(") whih satisfy the following onditions:(3.20) ( 1: Ek(") � S(k)" B"; S"Ek(") � Ek+1("); #Ek(") � Nk+1;2: distE(") �S(k)" B"; Ek(")� � C 0R(12 + �)k:Moreover, for k � k("), we have(3.21) distsym;E(")(Ek("); Ek) � C 00"� :We �nally de�ne the exponential attrator M" as follows:(3.22) M0" := \k2NEk("); M" := [M0"℄E("):Arguing as in [EfMZ3℄, we an verify that the family of exponential attratorsM" satis�esall the assertions of the theorem. Indeed, the semi-invariane property is straightforward.26



Furthermore, the uniform exponential attration property (3.5) is an immediate orollaryof (3:20)2. Estimate (3.6) for the fratal dimension of M" an be derived from (3.20) asin the ase of M0 (see [EfMZ1℄). Moreover, sine the quantities N , � and C 00 in (3.20)are independent of ", the estimate that we will obtain will be uniform with respet to "(atually, the dimension of M" for " 6= 0 has the same upper bound (3.120) as in the ase" = 0).So, there remains to verify estimate (3.7). We shall atually only prove the estimate(3.23) distE(") (M";M0) � C 00"� :The other inequality (giving the symmetri distane) an be proved analogously. Moreover,it is suÆient to hek (3.23) for M0" instead of M". So, let b" belong toM0". Then, thereexists k 2 N suh that b" 2 Ek("). If k � k("), the result follows immediately from (3.21).Let us therefore assume that k > k("). There exists bb" 2 S(k�[k(")℄)" B" � B" suh thatS([k(")℄)" bb" = b". We set bb0 := �"bb". Then, on the one hand, (3.4) implies that(3.24) kb" � S([k(")℄)0 bb0kE(") � C"Lk(");and, on the other hand, it follows from (3.11) that(3.25) distE(") �S([k(")℄)0 bb0;M0� � R(�+ 12)[k(")℄:Combining (3.24), (3.25) and (3.2) and using the expliit expression for k("), we obtainestimate (3.23) and Theorem 3.1 is proved.Remark 3.1. It is essential for the next setion below to note that M" satis�es(3.26) M" � S"B":x4 Uniform exponential attrators for damped hyperboli equationsIn this setion, we apply the abstrat result obtained in Setion 3 in order to onstruta uniform family of exponential attrators for the family of equations (0.1).First of all, aording to Theorem 1.1, the hyperboli problem (0.1) with " 6= 0 generatesa semigroup St(") : E(")! E(") via the formula(4.1) St(")�u(0) = �u(t); where �u(t) is solution of (0.1):(Here, the E�(") denote the spaes de�ned by (0.5)-(0.7).) Moroever, due to Theorems 1.2and 1.3, this semigroup is well de�ned in the phase spaes E1(") and E2(")\f(1.23)g as well.Analogously, aording to Corollary 1.1, the limit paraboli problem (1.31) orrespondingto " = 0 generates a semigroup St : H1 \ fu���
 = 0g ! H1 \ fu���
 = 0g via the formula(4.2) Stu0 = u(t); where u(t) is solution of (1.31):27



Moreover, this semigroup is well de�ned in the phase spaes H2 \ fu���
 = 0g and H3 \fu���
 = 0g \ f(1.23)g as well. We note however that this semigroup and the semigroupsSt(") introdued above are de�ned in di�erent phase spaes. In order to overome thisdiÆulty, we introdue an in�nite dimensional submanifold N i of E i(0) by the followingexpression:(4.3) N i := f[u; v℄ 2 E i(0); v = 1 (�xu� f(u) + g) � N (u)g;i = 0; 1; 2, and we de�ne a semigroup St(0) : N i !N i by the following expression:(4.4) St(0)[u; v℄ := [Stu;N (Stu)℄:We easily hek that N 2 C1(Hi(
); Hi�2(
)), i = 1; 2; 3 (see e.g. [BV℄). Moreover, thefollowing estimates are satis�ed, for i = 1; 2; 3:(4.5) kN (u)kHi�2 + kDuN (u)kL(Hi;Hi�2) � Q(kukHi);for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q. Thus, N i is indeed a C1-submanifold of E i(0)and the semigroups St and St(0) are onjugated by the di�eomorphism � : u 7! [u;N (u)℄.Therefore, the assertions of Theorem 2.3 remain valid for the semigroup St(0):Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold and let �u1 and �u2 belong toN 0. Then, the following estimates hold:(4.6) ( kSt(0)�u1 � St(0)�u2kE(0) � CeKtk�u1 � �u2kE(0);kSt(0)�u1 � St(0)�u2k2E1(0) � C 1+tt eKtk�u1 � �u2k2E(0); t > 0;where the onstants C and K depend on k�uikE(0), i = 1; 2.The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. Let assumptions (0.2) and (0.3) hold. Then, for every " 2 [0; 1℄, thesemigroup St(") generated by problem (0.1) possesses an exponential attrator M" whihattrats exponentially the bounded subsets of E2(") in the topology of E("), i.e. there existsa funtion Q and a onstant � > 0 that are independent of " suh that, for every B � E2(")(4.7) distE(") (St(")B;M") � Q(kBkE2("))e��t:(Of ourse, for " = 0, we take B � N 2 � E2(0).) Moreover, the fratal dimension of M"in E(") is uniformly bounded with respet to " and the symmetri distane between M" andM0 in E(") satis�es(4.8) distsym;E(") (M";M0) � C"� ;28



where the onstants C > 0 and 0 < � < 1 are independent of ".Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1 to our problem. To this end, we �rst note that, owing toTheorem 1.3, the balls(4.9) B" := fk�uk2E2(") � 2Q(kgkH1)g;where Q is the same as in (1.24), are uniformly (with respet to ") absorbing sets for thesemigroups St(") in E2("). Consequently, it is suÆient to verify the exponential attrationto M" only for these bounded subsets of E2("). We omplete the family B" � E2(") withthe set(4.10) B0 := f[u; v℄ 2 N 2; kuk2H3 � 2Q(kgkH1)g:We also note that, without loss of generality, we may assume that the funtions Q in (1.24)and (1.32) are the same and that, onsequently, B0 is an absorbing set for St(0) in N 2 aswell. Moreover, it follows from estimates (1.24) and (1.32) that there exists T0 independentof " 2 [0; 1℄ suh that(4.11) St(")B" � B"; if t � T0:Let us now �x T � T0 (independent of ") suh that, for every " 2 (0; 1℄ and for every�u1(0); �u2(0) 2 B", the funtion v1(t) de�ned by equation (2.10) satis�es the estimate(4.12) k�v1(T )kE(") � �k�u1(0)� �u2(0)kE(");where � < 12 (it is possible to do so thanks to (2.12)).We then set S" := ST (") and onstrut the exponential attrators Md" for the disretesemigroups generated by these maps. To this end, we need to verify the assumptions ofTheorem 3.1.Assumption (3.1) is obviously satis�ed for the family of energy spaes E(") and E1(")de�ned by (0.3). Moreover, the L2-norm (and even the H1-norm) of �tu := N (u) isuniformly bounded on B0 and, onsequently(4.13) kb0k2E(") � kb0k2E(0) + C1"; 8b0 2 B0:Thus, (3.2) is also valid (with " replaed by " 12 ).Let us now verify (3.3). To this end, we de�ne the operators C" : B" ! E("), " > 0, asfollows: C"�u(0) := �v1(T ), where v1(t) is solution of the following linear problem:(4.14) "�2t v1 + �tv1 ��xv1 = 0; �v1(0) = �u(0):Thus, K" := S" � C". For " = 0, we set C0 = 0. Then, estimates (3.3) hold thanks toTheorem 2.2 and Corollary 4.1 and thanks to our hoie of T .29



Let us �nally verify (3.4). To this end, we de�ne the nonlinear projetors by the followingformula:(4.15) �" := �; �[u; v℄ := [u;N (u)℄:Estimate (3.4) is then an immediate orollary of (2.41) (the boundary layer term disappearsbeause we start from time t = T > 0).Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satis�ed and, onsequently, there exists afamily of disrete exponential attrators Md" whih satisfy onditions (3.5){(3.7). There-fore, there only remains to onstrut the ontinuous exponential attrators.As usual (see e.g. [EFNT℄), we onstrut the ontinuous attrators by the followingexpressions:(4.16) M" := [t2[0;T ℄St(")Md":We note that, by onstrution,M" � ST (")B" (see Remark 3.1). Consequently (thanks to(2.45)), the boundary layer term in (2.42) will be of order ". Therefore, (2.42) implies that(4.17) distsym;E(0) (M";M0) � C1eKT �"+ distsym;E(") �Md";Md0��+ C2";and, thanks to (3.7), (4.13) and (4.17), we �nd estimate (4.8) (where, ompared with (3.7),the exponent � is replaed by minf 12 ; �g). The exponential attration (4.7) is an immediateorollary of (3.5) and of the uniform Lipshitz ontinuity (2.1) and (4.6). Thus, there onlyremains to verify the boundedness of the fratal dimensions. As usual, this property isan immediate orollary of the uniform (with respet to ") time Lipshitz ontinuity of thesolutions of (0.1) whih is established in Lemma 4.1 below. Moreover, due to (3.26) and(4.16), this Lipshitz ontinuity is indeed neessary for the trajetories �u(t) with �u(0) 2 B"for t � T only.Lemma 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold and let u(t) be solution of (0.1).Then, for every 0 < T � t, 0 < s � 1, we have(4.18) k�u(t+ s)� �u(t)kE(")s � QT (k�u(0)kE2("));where the funtion QT depends on T , but is independent of ".Proof. Aording to estimates (1.24) and (2.49), we have(4.19) k�u(t+ s)� �u(t)kE(") �� Z t+st �k�2t u(t)kH�1 + " 12 k�2t u(t)kL2 + k�tu(t)kH1� dt �� sQ(k�u(0)kE2("))�1 + 1" e� "T� :Lemma 4.1 is proved, hene the proof of Theorem 4.1.30



x5 Transitivity of exponential attrationand exponential attration in E(")In this setion, we formulate and prove an abstrat result on the transitivity of exponen-tial attration and then apply this theorem to our problem to dedue that the attratorsM" attrat uniformly (with respet to ") not only the bounded subsets of E2("), but alsothe bounded subsets of E(").Theorem 5.1. Let (M; d) be a metri spae and let St be a semigroup ating on this spaesuh that(5.1) d(Stm1; Stm2) � CeKtd(m1;m2);for appropriate onstants C and K. We further assume that there exist three subsetsM1; M2; M3 �M suh that(5.2) � distM (StM1;M2) � C1e��1t;distM (StM2;M3) � C2e��2t:Then(5.3) distM (StM1;M3) � C 0e��0t;where C 0 = CC1 + C2 and �0 = �1�2K+�1+�2 .Proof. Let m1 belong to M1 and let us set t = t1 + t2, where ti � 0, i = 1; 2, will be �xedbelow. Owing to the �rst estimate of (5.2), there exists m2 2M2 suh that(5.4) d(St1m1;m2) � C1e��1t1 :Then, estimate (5.1) implies that(5.5) d(Stm1; St2m2) � CC1eKt2��1t1 :On the other hand, using the seond estimate of (5.2), we dedue that there existsm3 2M3suh that(5.6) d(St2m2;m3) � C2e��2t2 :Combining (5.4){(5.6) and noting that m1 2M1 and t1 2 [0; t℄ is arbitrary, we obtain(5.7) distM (StM1;M3) � inft1+t2=t �CC1eKt2��1t1 + C2e��2t2� :Fixing the values ti in an optimal way (i.e. suh that Kt1 ��1t2 = �2t2), we obtain (5.3).The appliation of this theorem to our problem is based on the following proposition.31



Proposition 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, there exist a funtionQ and onstants R > 0 and � > 0 that are independent of " 2 [0; 1℄ suh that, for everybounded subset B � E(")(5.8) distE(") �St(")B; f�; k�kE2(") � Rg� � Q(kBkE("))e��t:Corollary 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, there exist a funtion Qand a positive onstant � > 0 suh that, for every " 2 [0; 1℄ and for every bounded subsetB � E(") (for " = 0, obviously, B � N 0 � E(0))(5.9) distE(") (St(")B;M") � Q(kBkE("))e��t;where the attrators M" have been de�ned in Theorem 4.1.Proof of Proposition 5.1. The ase " = 0 is straightforward, due to the smoothing propertyfor paraboli equations. We will thus onsider below the ase " 6= 0 only.We will prove estimate (5.8) in several steps using the spaes E�("), with frational order0 < � < 1. The most ompliated step is to prove the analogue of (5.9) for the spae E�("),with 0 < � < 12 , instead of E2("). So, we will onentrate on this point only.Step 1. We deompose (following [BV℄) the nonlinearity f into a sum f = f1 + f2 suhthat(5.10) f 01(v) � 0; f1(0) = f 01(0) = 0; jf2(v)j+ jf 02(v)j+ jf 002 (v)j � C;where C is independent of v (suh a deomposition exists, thanks to assumptions (0.2)).We then deompose a solution u(t) of (0.1) into the sum u(t) = v(t) + w(t), where v(t) issolution of(5.11) � "�2t v + �tv ��xv + f1(v) = 0;�v��t=0 = �u��t=0; v���
 = 0:Consequently, w satis�es the equation(5.12) � "�2tw + �tw ��xw + [f1(v + w)� f1(v)℄ = g � f2(u);�w��t=0 = 0; w���
 = 0:Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we an prove that the funtion v(t) satis�es theestimate(5.13) Z T+1T k�tv(t)k2L2 dt+ k�v(T )k2E(") � Q �k�u(0)kE(")� e��T ;where Q and � > 0 are independent of ". 32



We now estimate the solution w of (5.12). To this end, we multiply this equation by(��x)��(t), �(t) := �tw(t) + �w(t), where � is a �xed small stritly positive numberand 0 < � < 12 , integrate over 
 and integrate by parts. We obtain, after standardtransformations(5.14) 12 ddt ["k�(t)k2�;2 + kw(t)k21+�;2 + (�v(t)w(t); (��x)�w(t))℄++ ( � �")k�(t)k2�;2 + �kw(t)k21+�;2 � �( � �")(w(t); (��x)��(t)) == (g � f2(u(t)); �t(��x)��(t))� � (�v(t)w(t); (��x)�w(t))++ (�t�v(t)w(t); (��x)�w(t)) + (�v(t)�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) ;where �v := R 10 f 01(v + sw) ds. We only estimate the last two terms in the right-hand sideof (5.14) (the other terms are easier to estimate). Thanks to H�older's inequality and theSobolev embedding theorems, we have, for � < 12(5.15) j (�t�v(t)w(t); (��x)�w(t)) j � Ck�t�v(t)kL3=2kw(t)k�;2kw(t)k1+�;2 �� �kw(t)k2�;2 + C�k�t�v(t)k2L3=2kw(t)k21+�;2;for an arbitrary � > 0. We note that, owing to the dissipative integrals for u and v (see(1.3) and (5.13)) and analogously to (2.8), we have the estimate(5.16) Z 10 k�t�v(t)k2L3=2 dt �� Q(k�u(0)kE(")) Z 10 (k�tu(t)k2L2 + k�tv(t)k2L2) dt � Q0(k�u(0)kE(")) <1:We now estimate the last term in the right-hand side of (5.14), splitting it into two termsagain:(5.17) (�v(t)�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) == ((�v(t)� f 01(v(t)))�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) + (f 01(v(t))�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) :The seond term in the right-hand side of (5.17) an be estimated using H�older's inequalityand appropriate embedding theorems:(5.18) j (f 01(v(t))�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) j � Ckf 01(v(t))kL3k�tw(t)k�;2kw(t)k1+�;2 �� �k�tw(t)k2�;2 + C�kf 01(v(t))k2L3kw(t)k21+�;2:(Here, we have also impliitly used the assumption � < 12 .) We note that, thanks to (5.10),we have jf 01(v)j � Cjvj(1 + jvj) and, onsequently, due to (5.13), we have the analogue of a'dissipative' integral:(5.19) Z 10 kf 01(v(t))k2L3 dt � Q(k�u(0)kE(")) <1:33



So, there only remains to estimate the �rst term in the right-hand side of (5.17). To thisend, we note that, aording to (0.2), we have(5.20) j�v(t)� f 01(v(t))j � Cjw(t)j(1 + ju(t)j+ jv(t)j);and, onsequently, thanks to H�older's inequality and the Sobolev embedding theorems, itfollows that(5.21) j ((�v(t)� f 01(v(t)))�tw(t); (��x)�w(t)) j �� C(1 + ku(t)kH1 + kv(t)kH1)k�tw(t)kL2kw(t)k2L1+� �� �kw(t)k2L1+� + C�k�tw(t)k2L2kw(t)k2L1+� :Inserting estimates (5.15){(5.21) into (5.14) and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.2,we obtain the estimate(5.22) "k�tw(t)k2�;2 + kw(t)k21+�;2 + Z t+1t k�tw(s)k2�;2 ds �� Q(k�u(0)kE("))e��t +Q(kgkH1);where Q and � > 0 are independent of ".Multiplying equation (5.12) by (��x)��1�2tw, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1(Step 2) and using (5.22), we �nally �nd(5.23) kw(t)kE�(") � Q(k�u(0)kE("))e��t +Q(kgkH1):(The derivation of (5.23) is standard and simpler than that of (5.22) beause we an usethe additional regularity of the solution w(t) obtained above (in (5.22)). So, we leave thedetails to the reader.)Estimates (5.13) and (5.23) imply that(5.24) distE(") �St(")B; fu; kukE�(") � Rg� � Q(kBkE("))e��t;for every bounded subset B � E(") and for R = 2Q(kgkH1). Thus, the �rst step isompleted.Step 2. Starting now from �u(0) 2 E�("), with � lose to 12 , and arguing as in the �rststep (but the proof is simpler sine the solutions are more regular), we have the estimate(5.25) distE(") �St(")B; fu; kukE1(") � R0g� � Q(kBkE�("))e��t;for every bounded subset B � E�(").Step 3. Starting from �u(0) 2 E1("), we �nd similarly(5.26) distE(") �St(")B; fu; kukE2(") � R00g� � Q(kBkE1("))e��t;for every bounded subset B � E1(").Finally, using (5.24){(5.26) and the transitivity of exponential attration (Theorem 5.1),we obtain (5.8). This �nishes the proof of Proposition 5.1.Aknowledgements : This work was initiated while three of the authors (P. F., A. M. andS. Z.) were visiting the Weierstrass Institute Berlin and the Freie Universit�at Berlin. Theywish to thank Professor M. Efendiev for having invited them and for his warm hospitality.34
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